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IL REVISORE DEI CONTI: NOMINA, FUNZIONI E COMPITI 

IL FONDO RISCHI CONTENZIOSO 

L'ACCESSO CIVICO GENERALIZZATO 

STATUE OF LIBERTY 

The Statue of Liberty, which is a colossal neoclassical sculpture on Liberty Island in the middle of New York 

Harbor, in Manhattan, was designed by Frédéric Auguste Bartholdi and inaugurated on October 28, 1886. It 

was a gift to the United States from the people of France. The statue greeted millions of immigrants as they 

came to America by ship in the late 19th and early 20th centuries and is recognized as a symbol of the 

United States. It became one of New York's most famous tourist attractions. 

Qual è l’opzione che permette di vedere come apparirà un documento word da stampare ? 

a) Anteprima di stampa 

b) Layout area di stampa 

c) Visualizza/struttura 

d) Visualizza/Zoom 
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IL RIACCERTAMENTO ORDINARIO DEI RESIDUI 

FONDO ONERI FUTURI INDENNITÀ FINE MANDATO 

LA TUTELA DEL  DIRITTO ALLA RISERVATEZZA  

HACHIKO 

Hachiko was a dog born in 1923 and brought to Tokyo in 1924. His owner, Professor Eisaburo Uyeno and he 

were inseparable friends. Each day Hachiko would accompany his owner to Shibuya train station when he 

left for work. When he came back, the professor would always find the dog patiently waiting for him. Sadly, 

the professor died at work in 1925 before he could return home. Hachiko was still a young dog, the love 

between him and his owner was very strong and he continued to wait at the station every day for his 

return. 

Le combinazioni rapide da tastiera per il comando “copia”, “incolla”, “taglia” sono rispettivamente 

a) CTRL+C, CTRL+V, CTRL+X 

b) CTRL+C, CTRL+L, CTRL+T 

c) CTRL+C, CTRL+V, CTRL+T 
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LA VERIFICA DEGLI EQUILIBRI DI BILANCIO DURANTE LA GESTIONE 

FONDO ANTICIPO LIQUIDITÀ 

IL RESPONSABILE DEL PROCEDIMENTO 

KEBAB 

Kebab means "grilled meat” in Turkish language. Kebab is usually made of lamb and beef. 

Sometimes chicken and fish are used for some styles. Pork is never used by Muslims but is 

sometimes used by non-Muslim sellers. Muslims are not allowed to eat pork, for religious reasons. 

There are many varieties of kebab and the term means different things in different countries. For 

example, in Pakistan is known as “Chappali Kebab”, which is basically made of beef mixed with 

tomatoes, onions and a variety of herbs and spices.  

Se siamo di fronte ad un file con estensione “jpg” questo conterrà 

a) Suoni digitali 

b) Del testo in formato ASCII 

c) Un’immagine grafica 
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IL RICONOSCIMENTO DEI DEBITI FUORI BILANCIO 

I PRINCIPI CONTABILI 

IL PROCEDIMENTO AMMINISTRATIVO 

COFFEE 

Coffee cultivation first took place in Southern Arabia. The earliest credible evidence of coffee-

drinking appears in the middle of the 15th century in Yemen. In the Horn of Africa and Yemen, 

coffee was used in local religious ceremonies. These ceremonies conflicted with the Christian 

church, so the Ethiopian Church banned the pagan consumption of coffee. The beverage was also 

banned in Ottoman Turkey during the 17th century for political reasons, and was associated with 

rebellious political activities in Europe. 

Quale, tra i seguenti non è un Social Network 

a) Linkedin 

b) Google 

c) Pinterest 
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IL CONTENZIOSO TRIBUTARIO 

IL FONDO CREDITI DI DUBBIA ESIGIBILITA' 

LE FUNZIONI DEL CONSIGLIO COMUNALE 

MICKEY MOUSE 

Mickey Mouse is a cartoon character who has become an icon for the Walt Disney Company. It 

was created in 1928 by Walt Disney and Ub Iwerks and voiced by Walt Disney. The first 

appearance of Mickey Mouse was in “Plane Crazy” on May 15, 1928. But the Walt Disney 

Company celebrates Mickey Mouse birth as November 18, 1928 because it appeared in the first 

Mickey Mouse Cartoon with sound. He first appeared in color in 1935. He also evolved from being 

simply a character in animated cartoons to become one of the most recognizable symbols in the 

world. 

Un “provider” è un fornitore di servizi 

a) Internet 

b) Di assistenza softwsre 

c) Di e-commerce 

d) Di assistenza hardware 
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LE FINALITÀ, I CONTENUTI E LE FASI DI APPROVAZIONE DEL RENDICONTO DELLA GESTIONE  

L'INDEBITAMENTO DEGLI ENTI LOCALI 

LA COMPOSIZIONE E LE FUNZIONI DELLA GIUNTA COMUNALE 

 

PLANETS 

How is it only our planet has life? Will we ever travel to other planets? These are questions people often 

think about. We think our planet is the best. It looks so beautiful from space with its mixture of blue and 

green. The other planets look too strange. Mercury is just a red, hot ball, pretty much the same as Mars. 

Saturn looks like a real planet. Its rings give it an extra-special look. The other planets don’t look that 

interesting. When we were at school, we learnt that Pluto was a planet. But now it isn’t. Scientists have 

decided there are now only eight planets in our solar system and not nine. 

Una possibile definizione di "Sistema Operativo" è: 

a) È l'insieme di tutti i programmi installati in un PC. 

b) È il metodo con cui opera il PC. 

c) È una interfaccia tra l'utente e l'hardware del sistema. 

d) È il programma interno della CPU che ne consente la funzionalità. 
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LE ENTRATE EXTRATRIBUTARIE CON PARTICOLARE RIFERIMENTO AI SERVIZI A DOMANDA INDIVIDUALE 

IL PARERE DI REGOLARITÀ TECNICA E CONTABILE 

IL PIANO DELLE PERFORMANCE 

DRACULA 

Jonathan Harker was an estate agent who was trying to sell an old house in London to Count Dracula. 

Harker went to Dracula’s Castle in Budapest, even if the inhabitants tried to convince him to not go. The 

castle was very strange with a lot of locked door but Harker’s room was very comfortable. At the beginning 

Dracula was very gentle with him. He ate and talked several times with Dracula. Harker didn’t know that 

there was no way to escape to the castle and he was a Vampire’s prisoner.  

Indicare quale tra le seguenti affermazioni su Internet ed il suo utilizzo è corretta 

a) Un sito Internet può contenere un numero qualsiasi di pagine, ma non più di 50 fotografie o disegni 

b) Excel è un software per la navigazione in Internet 

c) Per collegarsi ad Internet è indispensabile utilizzare un computer multimediale 

d) Internet è un insieme di reti di computer dislocati in tutto il mondo che condividono informazioni 

mediante lo stesso protocollo di comunicazione 
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GLI STRUMENTI DELLA PROGRAMMAZIONE DEGLI ENTI LOCALI  

LE MODALITA DI ACCERTAMENTO DELL ENTRATE  COMUNALI CON PARTICOLR RIGUARDO ALLE ENTRATE 

FUTURE 

LE FUNZIONI DEL SINDACO 

QUENTIN TARANTINO 

Quentin Tarantino is an American film director, writer and actor. He is known for his stylish and violent 

movies. Tarantino was born in Tennessee in 1963. He left the high school when he was 15 to learn acting. 

He got a job in a video rental store and spent all day watching and analyzing films. In 1994, Tarantino made 

his classic “Pulp Fiction” and won the Palme d'Or at Cannes. Tarantino made a few more films before 

writing and directing the ‘Kill Bill’ movies. They confirmed him as one of the most famous Hollywood’s 

directors. 

In Excel una formula comincia sempre con il simbolo... 

a) ( 

b) = 

c) ? 

d) # 
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LA DETERMINAZIONE DEL FONDO PLURIENNALE VINCOLATO IN RELAZIONE ALLE DIVERSE TIPOLOGIE DI 

SPESA  

FONTI DI FINANZIAMENTO DEGLI INVESTIMENTI 

ACCESSO CIVICO SEMPLICE 

ANIME 

Anime is a Japanese style of animation that represent the art of modern storytelling. Derived from the vast 

history of various Japanese art forms, anime has become common all over the world. Concerning the 

Japanese culture, Anime is now as diffused as Sushi, Geisha or Manga. The term anime derives from the 

English word animation, and in Japan is used to refer to all forms of animated media. Outside Japan, the 

term refers specifically to “animation from Japan”. The earliest commercial Japanese animation dates to 

1917. 

Cosa è una LAN (Local Area Network)? 

a) Un sistema di gestione della posta elettronica nell'ambito dello stesso edificio o azienda 

b) Un sistema per la condivisione di risorse quali stampanti, unità di memoria di massa, etc 

c) Una rete di computer situati in un'area limitata, tipicamente nello stesso edificio o azienda 
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LA SALVAGUARDIA DEGLI EQUILIBRI DI BILANCIO NELL’AMBITO DELL’ATTUALE LEGISLAZIONE  

IL PIANO DEI CONTI INTEGRATO 

IL REGOLAMENTO SULL'ORDINAMENTO DEGLI UFFICI E DEI SERVIZI 

 

MARK ZUCKENBERG 

Mark Elliot Zuckerberg was born on May the 14th, 1984. He is the creator of the social media site Facebook. 

He was a star student at school, winning awards in astronomy, maths and physics. He also excelled in 

Classical studies. He studied Psychology and Computer Science at Harvard University, which is where he 

created Facebook. Zuckerberg excelled in everything he did in his youth. While other kids played computer 

games, he designed them. He created his first network to connect all of the computers in his father’s dental 

surgery. 

Quale tra le seguenti non è un'unità periferica? 

a) ROM 

b) Scanner 

c) Mouse 

d) Stampante 
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L’ISTITUTO DEL RAVVEDIMENTO OPEROSO NELL’AMBITO DEI TRIBUTI LOCALI  

LE ANTICIPAZIONI DI TESORERIA 

L'AVVISO DI RIGETTO ART 10BIS LEGGE 241/1990 

MADONNA 

Madonna Louise Ciccone (born August 16, 1958) is an American singer, songwriter, and actress. She is 

called the "Queen of Pop" since the 1980s. Madonna is noted for her continual reinvention and versatility 

in music production, songwriting, and visual presentation. Her works, which incorporate social, political, 

sexual, and religious themes, have made a cultural impact which has generated both critical acclaim and 

controversy. Madonna is one of the most important singers in the music history and she is often cited as an 

influence by other artists. 

In Microsoft Outlook, nel caso si voglia inviare un messaggio ad un destinatario e una copia in conoscenza a 

un secondo destinatario: 

a) bisogna inserire il nome del destinatario principale nella casella "A:"e il destinatario in conoscenza 

nella casella "Cc:" 

b) bisogna inviare il messaggio due volte in quanto non è possibile inviare lo stesso messaggio a due 

destinatari diversi 

c) bisogna inviare il messaggio cliccando sul tasto "Rispondi a tutti" 
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IL RIACCERTAMENTO PARZIALE DEI RESIDUI 

LA NOTA INTEGRATIVA DEL BILANCIO DI PREVISIONE  

LA MOTIVAZIONE DEL PROVVEDIMENTO 

MODERN TECHNOLOGY 

Modern technology is changing the way we live our lives. But is it really a positive thing? Research shows 

that around 28% of children in the UK are overweight or obese. Some people thinks that this is because 

young people spend too much time online and not enough time socialising with their friends and playing 

outside. In the past, nearly all children walked to school because their parents didn’t have a car. They didn’t 

have all the luxuries that many children have now, so they used their imaginations and played outdoors in 

the fresh air. 

Un messaggio e-mail può essere inviato in formato HTML? 

a) Si 

b) No, se contiene attachment 

c) Si, purché venga inviato attraverso internet e non attraverso una LANN 13 
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IL FONDO GARANZIA PER I DEBITI COMMERCIALI 

ASSESTAMENTO DI BILANCIO E VERIFICA DEGLI EQUILIBRI 

LE FUNZIONI DEI DIRIGENTI/RESPONSABILI DI SERVIZIO 

FORD MOTOR COMPANY 

Ford Motor Company is an American automotive corporation founded in 1903 by Henry Ford and 11 

associate investors. Henry Ford built his first experimental car in a garage behind his home in Detroit in 

1896. After formation of the Ford Motor Company, the first Ford car was assembled in July 1903. Five years 

later, in 1908, the successful “Model T” was produced. Demand for this car was so great that Ford started 

new mass production methods in order to manufacture it in sufficient quantities. In 1913 he introduced the 

world’s first production line for cars. 

Se si procede alla firma di un documento informatico .txt, alla fine del processo di firma digitale avremo un 

file formato: 

a) txt.8pm come estensione del file originario 

b) .txt.7pm come estensione del file firmato .7pm a cui si aggiunge l'estensione del file originario 

c) . txt8m come estensione del solo file firmato 




